
Unsafe & Unprotected:
How Baltimore is Failing to Protect 

Worker Safety and Health
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Good afternoon everyone, and thank you for tuning into our presentation! My name is Diana Quintanilla and I would also like to introduce Audra Lucas who has been my partner this summer, working closely on this project. We are so excited to share everything we have seen and learned.



Background
We worked closely with The City Union of Baltimore (CUB) and The 
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) to assess worksite health and 
safety with employees from the Department of Transportation (DOT) 
and the Department of Public Works (DPW) in a variety of different 
areas around Baltimore City. 
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This summer, we worked closely with the City Union of Baltimore, as well as the American Federation of Teachers, both unions allowed us to access workers who were passionate about advocating for better working conditions. Our project was very unique in the way that we analyzed a variety of different types of workers in different areas including traffic light installers, meter technicians, traffic maintenance division workers, City School facility workers, traffic crossing guards, vehicle processors, housing inspectors, and even healthcare workers



Objectives
• Investigate health and safety hazards 

Baltimore City workers face.

• Analyze surveys, MOSH inspection data, and 
worker testimonials.

• Present a report of findings to CUB 
members. 



Methods
• Researched MOSH Enforcement Data.
• Inspected multiple worksites.

• WIC Locations
• Metershop
• DOT Yard
• Baltimore City Department of Education

• Interviewed DPW and DOT workers.
• Surveyed union members. 
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DianaThere were a couple different research methods we used to gather our information. We began by learning about different OSHA standards, that ones that were most violated in throughout baltimore city. From there, we began looking into violations in other cities to see if these violations were also happening in other major cities. This information helped us along the way as we dove into the field and went directly to a variety of different worksites and interviewed many different workers. There was also a survey composed that was sent out to members of the union that gave us better overview of what we were dealing with at different worksites.



MOSH Enforcement Data
• Baltimore Inspection Data: 2012-2022

• 96 inspections

• 336 violations

• 4 fatalities
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47 inspections conducted because of a complaint. 66% of complaints resulted in at least one violationFor comparison: 2017-2022 Sacramento, CA:Rate of one violation per inspectionDetroit, MI: Rate of 1.37 violations per inspectionBaltimore, MD: Rate of 4.43 violations per inspection



WIC Locations
● Take Blood 

Samples & 
Weights

● Vaccinate 
Children

● No Record Keeping 
Package, employee 
training records, or 
safety data sheets

● No bloodborne 
pathogen 

hazard plan
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we visited WIC, they take blood samples. WORK WHAT THEY DO AND HOW THEY FAIL TO COMPLY WITH IT DianaWe visited a total of 5 different WIC centers throughout the city where we were told that nutrition technicians take blood samples, vaccinate, and weigh children and infants. Management made it unclear if these technicians were qualified to do these duties and were unable to provide any employee training records, OSHA 300 logs, and SDSs. There was also no bloodborne pathogen hazard plan. On top of that, these facilities had several maintenance issues, we saw lead paint peeling off the walls and we were denied access to the entirety of the building.



Metershop

● Work with residential, 
commercial, and 
industrial water 
meters.

● Concerning confined 
space work.

● Employees build their 
own tools.
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Calibrates, repairs, installs, maintains and testsNo bump tests (gas meters) before entering, no fall protection, no entry permits. Debris in manholes. No communication. one meter requires employees to climb 6ft under the ground and though a tight gap over the meter



DOT Yard

● Infrastructure falling apart over workers 
heads. 

● 3 total MOSH visits with 15 violations total. 
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Baltimore City 
Department of Education

● Extremely old building that has 
not been cleared out.

● Cluttered work areas that block 
aisles and are deadly hazards in 
the case of a fire.

● No sprinklers or fire alarms 
located in the building and 
outdated fire extinguishers.
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DianaThis facility is serves as a warehouse for city schools across the area where maintenance workers have access to materials they may need as they fis different issues within the schools. The conditions of this building are entirely dangerous, with clutter everywhere, extremely old machinery that has not been cleared out, pest infestations, and total noncompliance with fire safety. In other words, this place is a ticking bomb.



City Union of Baltimore 
Health and Safety Survey 

● 146 responses from CUB 
members. 

● Utilized Hustle to mass text 
members survey. 
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-146 Responses Survey, how we did itreached out to 842 members. 94 said they were interested in taking the survey, and 33 said no. 



Survey Results

● Top three work-related health & 
safety concerns:
○ Workplace stress
○ Communicable and 

infectious diseases. 
○ Indoor air quality. 

● About 58% had no employer 
provided health & safety 
training. 
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-146 Responses Survey, how we did it



Worker Testimonials 
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Who we interviewed:Meter Technician IIIConstruction Building Inspector IISupervisor and Facilities Department for City SchoolsTraffic Guard Crossing SupervisorVehicle Processor at the Tow YardHousing Inspector and Code Enforcement OfficerDianaA big part of our summer was interviewing the workers themselves. We noticed that dialogue was vital in learning more about the labor and making workers feel heard. Our interviews revolved around workers telling us about their typical work day and allowing them to carry the conversation. We decided to protect their identities throughout this process due to fear of retaliation. On-going themes we heard from their testimonies were issues with management, workplace violence, lack of proper ppe and equipment and a need for better training programs,



OSHA 10 Training & What comes next
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we were able to participate and how it was important to us, we were able to interact with CUB employees. DianaA highlight of this summer was being able to participate in an OSHA 10 training with and sit in with different workers. Getting properly OSHA 10 trained was both beneficial for us as interns and for the workers themselves. This training allowed us to make connections with workers for interviews and site visits. Because of how successful this training was, the training will be extended into an OSHA 30 past the summer. The project in Baltimore does not end here, and it is only the beginning of addressing worker health and safety in the city.



Results
• Blatant disregard for worker health and 

safety. 

• Overall lack of training and recordkeeping. 

• Failure to address unsafe workplace 
conditions proactively. 

• Employees are proud to do their jobs but feel 
unsafe while doing them. 



Challenges:
Obtaining OSHA 300 Forms
Obtaining Safety Data Sheets

Programming site visits

Successes: 
OSHA 10 Training

Interviews 
Broad visibility of sites visited
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Add images Record keeping packet



Give-Back Product 

● Written report of workplace hazards.

● CUB member meeting and presentation of 

findings.
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Our giveback product consists of a written report/article for workers. What we found throughout the interviews and our interactions with workers was a need for dialogue. We also found that many workers had been advocating for better working conditions on their own, bringing up issues to management and even writing reports themselves about the pPE and machinery needed. We decided to go in this directions because it is the advocacy that workers want in order to be heard. Making this version of the report easily and academically accessible to the public and to the employees and employers themselves will be transformative. And tomorrow we will be able to deliver this presentation in more depth to the workers we have connected with, distribute OSHA 10 cards, and speak more on what comes next for the city. 



Recommendations
• Immediately address top hazards.

• Employer involve the worker in all matters of 
health and safety.

• Empower employees through safety 
education and training.

• Address management issues.



Personal Reflections
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As the summer has come to an end, it is a bittersweet moment. I came to baltimore knowing nothing about the city, and now I feel like Ive been introduced to several issues that have been swept under the rug. This project and being in occupational health in general has been a once in a lifetime experience. And one thing that will always stay with me is that workers need more reassurance that this work does not end here in the summer. This is an ongoing issue with so much work to be done.
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